Breviin Clones Codex
(Official document)

Introduction
This document outlines the cloning process and practices used by Breviin
Scientists and researchers.
It also outlines Clan Breviin´s policy on clones and its public stance towards other
practices.

Clone Definition
A DNA sequence, such as a gene, that is transferred from one organism to another
and replicated by genetic engineering techniques.
Breviin´s Cloning process
Breviin cloners extract DNA strings from different warriors and species and then
they insert the DNA strings into hosts.
Clones genetically identical to another. In essence this form of cloning is an
asexual method of reproduction, where fertilization or inter-gamete contact does
not take place
Breviin´s clone troopers are created using Kaminoan technology.
With Mandalorinan warrior DNA from clan Breviin warriors as template, researcher
have been able to successfully create clones with accelerated growth to meet any
army requirements.
Researchers have been able to mix the Mandalorian DNA with codes from other
races to provide the best of both kinds, the results have been amazing, each squad
may be composed of different races to provide a balance on their skills.
Clones grow to a biological age of 25; when they reach that age, cloners use a
modified virus strain that attacks all the cells in their bodies, but instead of
destroying them it combines its DNA strings with the cell´s; the DNA strings that
are inserted replace the accelerated growth genome, therefore they stop aging for
proximately 30 years, then they start aging at the specie´s normal rate.

Rights and Obligations
Clone Rights
 Clones have the right to be educated, trained and raised as if they were
normally born beings; they are taken in to the clan as brothers.
 Clones have the right are considered to be free beings; therefore they have
the same rights as any other sentient.
 Clones have the right to be treated with dignity and respect.
 Clones have the right receive a salary for their services in any army or
armada.
 Clones have the right to take part in Breviin´s social programs.
 Clones have the right of citizenship.
 Clones have the right of live.
 Clones have the right to change their names.
 Clones have the right to choose their own religion
Clone Obligations
 Clones have the obligation to respect other beings
 Clones have the obligation to provide their services to clan Breviin when
needed
 Clones that become Mandalorians must follow the six tenets of the
Mandalorians.

Clone recruitment offices and Cloning camps
Clone services are sold by clan Breviin to various beings, armies, groups and
governments.
The recruitment offices are gathering centers where clones may come to find jobs
making them no different from other soldier and mercenaries recruitment center
throughout the galaxy, with the only exception that employers will find genetically
enhanced soldiers instead of regular troops.
Employers must commit to paying them salaries and complying with a contract that
is specified in the Annex of this document.

Breviin´s policy on clones
Clan Breviin constantly produces clones for the recruitment centers all over the
galaxy to generate a constant flow of income for the clan.
In times of war Breviin reserves the right to create more clones to increase the
capabilities of the Breviin Revolutionary forces for Liberation.
Clan Breviin condemns any other cloning practices throughout the galaxy that do
not respect the rights and obligations standards set on this document including the
most common kaminoan practices.

Annex

Clone hiring contract
{Name} , known as "First Party," agrees to enter into this contract with {Name},
known as "Second Party" on {date}.
This agreement is based on the following provisions:
1. {provision} services provided by the first party
2. {provision} Monthly salary provided by the second party
Furthermore, the First Party agrees:
{other items applicable to the First Party}
and the Second Party agrees:
{other items applicable to the Second Party} .

Invalidity or unenforceability of one or more provisions of this agreement shall not
affect any other provision of this agreement.
This agreement is subject to the laws and regulations of the Breviin revolution.

Signed:

___________________________
____
{First Party Name}

___________________________
____
{Second Party Name}

______________________
{First Party Signature}

______________________
{Second Party Signature}

This document has been reviewed and validated by the Supreme
Commander of the Breviin Revolutionary forces for Liberation

